AMERICAN BOXER CLUB ANNUAL AWARDS
~ 2010 ~

MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG WINS – 27
CH Nantess Just Try It
Breeders/Owners: Nancy & Tessie Savage

MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH WINS – 27 each
Daybreak’s Bad Influence
Breeders/Owners: Ann Russell & Kimberlie Steele-Gamero

MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH WINS
Ringside’s Chilly Willy @ Virgo
Breeders/Owners: Dennis & Kathy Morgan

MOST BEST OF BREED WINS - 152
GCH CH Winfall Brookwood Styled Dream
Breeders: Tina Porter & Lee Stanton
Owners: Debbie McCarroll & Sergio Tenenbaum & Mrs. Jack Billhardt

MOST BEST IN SHOW SPECIALTY WINS - 14
GCH CH Winfall Brookwood Styled Dream
Breeders: Tina Porter & Lee Stanton
Owners: Debbie McCarroll & Sergio Tenenbaum & Mrs. Jack Billhardt

MOST WORKING GROUP FIRST WINS - 110
GCH CH Winfall Brookwood Styled Dream
Breeders: Tina Porter & Lee Stanton
Owners: Debbie McCarroll & Sergio Tenenbaum & Mrs. Jack Billhardt

MOST BEST IN SHOW WINS - 33
GCH CH Winfall Brookwood Styled Dream
Breeders: Tina Porter & Lee Stanton
Owners: Debbie McCarroll & Sergio Tenenbaum & Mrs. Jack Billhardt
KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS - 9
Jacquet
Rick Tomita

SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 5 each
CH Arriba Talisman Satisfaction SOM
Breeders: Cathy & Bill Sylvester & Ms. Virginia Shames & Dr. Theodore S. Fickes
Owners: Ms. Virginia Shames & Dr. Theodore S. Fickes

SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
CH Hi-Tech’s Basic Edition SOM
Breeders: Dr. & Mrs. William Truesdale
Owners: Myrna Khalo & Dr. & Mrs. William Truesdale

SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
CH Rochil’s Call Of The Wild SOM
Breeders/Owners: Perry & Sandi Combest

SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
CH TuRo’s Overture SOM
Breeders/Owners: Sandy Roberts & Liz Esacove

DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 3 Each
CH Can-Cia’s Shake Your Bon Bon DOM
Breeder: Sherry Canciamille
Owners: Joanne Kaiser & Sherry Canciamille

DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
CH Liston’s Lady Luck
Breeder: Lisa Spohn
Owners: Nancy Schepis & Ida Baum

DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
CH M R Boxer Gingerbread Genny
Breeders: Lenore & Mark Ryan
Owners: Lenore & Mark Ryan and Wendy Bettis

DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
CH Royal Palms Smarty Pants
Breeders: Gloria A. & Jack D. Bower
Owners: Joanna & Alan Dorfman and Gloria A. & Jack D. Bower

DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
CH Beacon’s By Way Of A Star DOM
Breeders: Kim Rutherford & Sharon Kang
Owners: Elizabeth Bersch & Kim Rutherford

MOST JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP WINS WITH A BOXER - 22
Cassidy M. Crockett
SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST TITLED PERFORMANCE GET – 4 each
CH BREEZEWOODS LORD OF WYSTMONT SOM CDX RE
BREEDERS: CHRISTINE BAUM and BARRY WYERMAN
OWNERS: AMI & TODD BIERI

SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST TITLED PERFORMANCE GET
CH REGAL HITECH PICASSO OF DARVICK SOM CD RN
BREEDERS: KORINNE VANDERPOOL & DARLENE VICKERS & TINA TRUESDALE
OWNER: KORINNE VANDERPOOL & DARLENE VICKERS

DAM OF MERIT WITH MOST TITLED PERFORMANCE GET – 2 each
CH TRIPLE CROWN’S ALACAZAM DOM
Breeders: Cathy & Bill Sylvester & Ms. Virginia Shames & Dr. Theodore Fickes
OWNERS: CATHY & BILL SYLVESTER

DAM OF MERIT WITH MOST TITLED PERFORMANCE GET
CH REGAL’S HEARTS AFIRE DOM
BREEDERS: KORINNE & EVAN VANDERPOOL
OWNER: KORINNE VANDERPOOL

UNSUNG HERO AWARD
CONNIE BACK

SPECIAL AGILITY AWARD
MACH SWEET BEAU REGARDS 2 YOU UD
BREEDER: RUTH HUTCHINS
OWNERS: RUTH & JIM HUTCHINS

SPECIAL OBEDIENCE AWARD
OTCH SUNCHASE’S SEIZE THE MOMENT UDX4 OM1
BREEDERS: BRIAN & WILLIAM & KARA CURRY
OWNERS: LARRIE MOODY AND TRACY HENDRICKSON

TOP AGILITY AWARD
CH MACH3 KELLY’S CRUISE ON UP SHALSADE CD RE MXF TQX
BREEDER: KIM M. HATFIELD
OWNERS: SUSAN KELLY & SHIRLEY LAUSSADE

TOP OBEDIENCE AWARD
SUNCHANCE’S SIMPLY TAKE THE HIGH GROUND CDX
BREEDER: RHODA GOSELIN-BROUILLETTE
OWNERS: LARRIE MOODY & RHODA GOSELIN-BROUILLETTE

TOP PERFORMANCE AWARD
TEALCREST’S HALF A SIXPENCE UD RM MX MXJ
BREEDER: JILL HOOTMAN
OWNER: MARY NEE